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A Global social media story

#ADI2014  #Dementiachallengers
My imaginary friends

Kate Swaffer / August

Connecting via our blogs

Whose Shoes?

Imaginary friends? Hardly! #dementiachallengers linking across the world

Have you ever met up with someone you know really, really well, but yet have never met before?
Walking in the shoes of people living with dementia to improve quality of life
Ken Howard
Media Ambassador for People with Dementia

Working With

Whose Shoes?

Kenhowarduk
Kenhowarduk@yahoo.co.uk
My friends have gone

Since being diagnosed with dementia, many of my friends have mostly disappeared. People are frightened of dementia and do not know how to deal with it.

It is really hurtful when people just see the diagnosis and the symptoms of dementia and do not realise that I am still the same person.

Instruction: Click tile to add to path
Helga Rohra,
Chair, European Dementia Working Group
We are #dementiachallengers!
Support and Advocacy: Of, by and for people with dementia
ENABLING PEOPLE LIVING WITH #DEMENZA TO SPEAK GLOBALLY AND HAVE A "GOOD QUALITY OF LIFE"

#HELLO MY NAME IS

@WHOSE SHOES

#QUALITYY 2014

I PLEDGE TO...
Get started:
New to Twitter?
Sign up at
https://twitter.com/

The Twitter Teacher
This is a Tweet. Tweets are short messages that have up to 140 characters and can contain links like http://twitter.com
SOCIAL MEDIA EXPLAINED
(DONUT EDITION)

- twitter: « I’m eating a donut »
- facebook: « I like donuts »
- foursquare: « This is where I eat donuts »
- YouTube: « Here’s a video of me eating a donut »
- Instagram: « Here’s a vintage photo of my donut »
- Pinterest: « Here’s a pretty donut recipe »
- Imgur: « Here’s a viral picture of my donut »
- LinkedIn: « My skills include donut eating »
- Spotify: « Now listening to “Donuts” »
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